**Summer Orientation Packing List**

We will provide each room with bedding, a towel and a wash cloth. Here is a list of some other items you may want to consider bringing with you.

- **Toiletries**
  - Shampoo, conditioner, body wash, cosmetics, etc.
  - Prescription medication
  - Extra towel
  - Shower shoes
- **Extra pillows**
- **Comfortable walking shoes** – especially if you are going to go on the hike!
- **Light clothing** - It gets hot here in June
- **Sweatshirt** - But it can still get cold at night!
- **Rain jacket** - Just in case
- **Hat/sunglasses**
- **Sunscren/lip balm**
- **Reusable water bottle**
- **Backpack or bag**
- **Chargers**
- **Griz spirit!**